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What is Reciprocal reading?

Reciprocal reading is scaffolded talk about a text in
a small group setting that develops comprehension
strategies. It may be completed with the teacher,
but often independent of the teacher.

What does it teach?

Reciprocal reading has been shown to increase both
reading and listening comprehension and has
demonstrated that students transfer the learning
into other contexts. It teaches predicting, clarifying,
questioning, and summarising skills, with additional
comprehension strategies — giving opinions, making
connections, and visualising.

How does it work?

Reciprocal reading encourages students to read, talk and think their way through the text.
Each student is assigned a specific role within the group before reading (within Into Connectors and Connectors,
these are indicated using small icons). When a student's coloured icon appears on a page that student leads
the discussion using the prompts on that page.

Is it effective?

“The original reciprocal teaching model was developed by Palincsar and Brown (1984) *. They found that when
reciprocal teaching was used with a group of students for just fifteen to twenty days, the students' reading on a
comprehension assessment increased from 30 percent to 80 percent.
The students were also able to function more independently in the classroom, were able to summarise verbally,
write contextually accurate summaries, predict questions and detect incongruities in texts. Not only did the
students show these improvements in English and literature, they also improved their test scores in science and
social studies on an average from 20 percent to 50 to 60 percent.”

—Connectors Teacher Resource Book, p54

Palinscar, A.S. and Brown, A.L. (Spring, 1984). Reciprocal Teaching of Comprehension-Fostering and Comprehension-Monitoring Activities. Cognition and Instruction. Vol. 1, No. 2. pp. 117-175.

“Reciprocal reading stimulates children and raises reading standards fast ... Formal classroom trials of
Connectors show students’ reading ages leaping forward by 9.1 months in just 12 weeks. Case studies show
particular benefits for disadvantaged learners.”

—Global Education website

https://www.globaled.co.nz/connectors
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Comprehension strategies:

Comprehension strategies:

Predicting
Clarifying
Questioning
Summarising

Predicting
Clarifying
Questioning
Summarising

Making connections
Visualising
Forming opinions
Making inferences

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

WHY is the reciprocal reading strategy used in Connnectors and Into Connectors so effective?
It’s effective because:
every student in the group has an opportunity to lead the discussion.
discussions are tightly scaffolded with several prompts on each page, to keep students on track.
each book explores a topical issue that gets students thinking and sharing ideas.
graphic organisers at the end of each book assist students to locate, record, and organise information
they have discussed in preparation for writing.

How are Into Connectors NONFICTION books and lessons structured?
Each Into Connectors book has a spread at the front to explain how the book should be used.

Every Into Connectors
title has 6 discussion
pages (so each
student has the
opportunity to lead
the group once).
Stop signs throughout
the text alert students
to additional
discussion points, or
ask them to reflect on
predictions made
earlier.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

At the end of each Into Connectors nonfiction story there is a targeted dictionary, advice on how
to complete further research on the topic, a location map as well as a relevant graphic organiser activity.

A copymaster version of the graphic organiser is provided in the relevant
Teacher’s Guide.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

How are Into Connectors FICTION books and
lessons structured?
Like the nonfiction titles, each fiction book has a spread at the front to
explain how the book should be used. Every book has 6 discussion
pages (so each student has the opportunity to lead the group once).
Stop signs throughout the text alert students to additional discussion
points, or ask them to reflect on predictions made earlier.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

Visual Summaries at the end of each Into Connectors FICTION story assist students to retell the story.

At the end of each Into Connectors
FICTION there is a targeted dictionary
and thesaurus, along with a graphic
organiser.
These graphic organisers are also
provided as black and white
copymasters in the accompanying
Teacher’s Guide.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

How are Connectors NONFICTION books and lessons structured?
Connectors books have 12 story/discussion pages (so each student has
two opportunities to lead the discussion). For this reason each book may
take more than one reading session to complete.
A spread at the front of each book explains how discussion should be led.

What connections
can you make with
different colours
stirring up different
emotions?

Stop signs throughout Connectors nonfiction stories challenge students
the think deeply with respect to: language skills, higher order thinking
skills and ethical reasoning.
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At the end of each Connectors nonfiction story there is a visual summary, guidance on
completing further related research, a relevant graphic organiser and an index.

Graphic organisers from the
student books are also
provided as black and white
copymasters in the
accompanying Teacher’s
Guide.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

How are Connectors FICTION books and lessons structured?
Connectors books have 12 story/discussion pages (so each student has two opportunities to lead
the discussion). For this reason each book may take more than one reading session to complete.
A spread at the front of each book explains how discussion should be lead.

OPINION
Do you think Uncle Al
was acting responsibly?
Why do you
think that?

Stop signs throughout Connectors fiction stories challenge students the
think deeply with respect to: language skills, higher order thinking skills
and ethical reasoning.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

Prompts at the end of each Connectors fiction story assist students to move beyond the text, or explore the
reading-writing link.

At the end of each Connectors fiction story there is a ‘Something to think about’ activity and a relevant
graphic organiser.

Want to find out more? Contact us at scholastic_education@scholastic.com.au | 1800 021 233

